Sun and swim and … Harrogate!
Everyone in the nursery industry is gearing up for Harrogate International Nursery Fair and with the
sun promising to shine this year, visitors can enjoy the beautiful north Yorkshire town of Harrogate
combined with valuable business at the show. With a huge increase in exhibition space over recent
years, many visitors choose to stay for the duration and can make the most of the fabulous
restaurants and bars that Harrogate has to offer – and for those who feel the need to relax and
unwind after three busy days at the show – don’t forget your swimming costumes! Harrogate is
famous for its 19th Century Turkish Baths which are one of only seven remaining in complete working
order dating back to Victorian times.
Read on for a snippet of some fabulous products which will be on offer at the show…

Well wrapped
Baby K’tan is proudly introducing its award-winning line of baby
carriers and accessories to the UK market. The company’s hybrid
carrier is widely known as the ‘ready-to-wear’ wrap and having won
numerous awards for best newborn carrier, it offers six carrying
positions. It does not require any complicated wrapping or buckling
and can be worn like a t-shirt! Different than many others on the
market, it is easy for a parent to use and much less intimidating. With
its gender neutral design and earth tone colors, Baby K’tan will quickly
become a best-selling newborn carrier, as well as a parent’s best friend. Visit Baby K’tan in the
North American Pavilion Stand NAP4

Steer in style
BabyStyle introduces a host of new pushchairs this year, including
three new additions to the amazingly popular Oyster range and the
Imp.
The Imp is a stylish, feature packed buggy suitable for use from birth,
has a particularly easy folding mechanism, is small and compact when
folded and will be able to take a choice of infant car seats. The Imp
offers a very cost efficient option and comes in
a choice of five popular colours. Visit BabyStyle
UK Ltd on Stand B44

Horses for courses
Cuddledry returns to Harrogate with a clippety clop and some lovely new
designs cantering onto the stand. A leading bath-time brand, Cuddledry
remains a lifeline for new parents with its beautiful quality ‘hands-free’ baby
apron bath towels. The apron towel is now just part of the company’s

gorgeously tactile bamboo range with toddler ‘dress up’ towels and Harrogate will see the unveiling
of a new addition to this range, with a mane and tail definitely part of the picture! Whether you are
looking for core nursery items, fashion or gifts and accessories, visit Cuddledry on Stand C34.

Here’s the daddy
Babymule, the award-winning changing bag brand, is delighted to
announce the launch of two fabulous new bags for 2014. The two
new designs; The Colt and Big Daddy will be launching to trade at
Harrogate. The Colt, a dynamic cross-body, changing bag that can
be worn over one shoulder, or clipped to the pushchair and the
Big Daddy combines all the best-selling features of the original
Babymule backpack with premium touches, such as leather pulls,
cordura panels and breathable mesh. Inside the Big Daddy is filled
with absolutely everything a young family needs. Visit Babymule
at stand QP40 at Harrogate.

